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Dear Readers,
Whew! It’s been quite a summer! New
experiences came one after the other with
finishing one job, applying for and being
accepted at another, and then moving out of
state to boot. As I found out while I was packing
the “essentials” into my Dodge Stratus, I have a
LOT of stuff. (And my shoe collection somehow
looks much larger lined up at the bottom of
my new closet than it did stuffed into a shoe
organizer in my old one.)

matches the bishop’s!” The dark berry pink
knit from eShakti certainly was within a few
shades of ecclesiastical rose - something that
I’m positive never crossed my mind during the
ordering process!
Did any of you see the solar eclipse? Along with
one of my brothers and some friends, I was
able to go down to Hopkinsville, KY to see the
totality. It was both freaky and MAJORLY cool
- in more ways than one, as the temperature
dropped by at least 20 degrees when the sun
slipped behind the moon. Then we were stuck
in traffic for ages on the way back, turning a
trip that should have taken 6 hours into a 12
hour ordeal. I can honestly say that I’ve never
seen a traffic jam at 2 am before. It’s a sight I’d
be happy to pass on in the future!

After working and teaching in a college
environment for the last several years, it’s a bit
of a change of pace to teach at a gradeschool,
but in many ways it’s more fun. For starters, it’s
a Catholic parochial school, so no more worries
about sweetly steering discussions away from
topics where political correctness would be
expected. Plus, kids do say the darndest
things. On my first Sunday at my new parish,
the young daughter of a friend climbed into my
lap and brightly informed me that “your dress

Mo

I wish you all a lovely fall season.
Pax Christi,
Colleen

ving
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Catholic Business Directory
Alex & Co - Photography - Brooksville, Florida
Arbonne Independent Consultant - Katie Quain - Kansas; online
Colleen’s - Custom clothing, wedding dresses, alterations - Yale, Michigan; online
Current Construction - Built to last - Johannesburg, Michigan
Keep It Light Art - Whimsical artwork - online
Pure Goat Soapworks - Handmade soaps - online
St. Apollonia Dental - Reliable family dentistry - Sterling Heights, Michigan
St. Jerome Homeschool Library - Spiritual & secular reading, homeschooling
		

materials - online, Wisconsin

St. Zita’s Cottage - Catholic crafts - online
The Misty Mountain Boys - Live & recorded bluegrass music - Minnesota

******************************
Know someone who owns a Catholic business or offers professional services? Listings
in the directory are absolutely FREE! To place an advertisement with us, contact us at
altarandheartheditors@gmail.com. We provide design services by request; otherwise you
can submit your own promotional pieces. We reserve the right to refuse objectionable ads
or to modify ads to meet our criteria in terms of space and content.

Pricing
Full page: $40 per year [11 in tall x 8.5in wide]
Half page: $20 per year [Specify vertical (11 in x 4.25 in) or horizontal (5.5 in x 8.5 in.)]
Quarter page: $10 per year [Vertical only. 5.5 in x 4.25 in]
Sidebar: $15 per year [11 in tall x 3 in wide]
Footer: $12 per year [2.5 in x 8.5in]
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“A

AAAAGH!!!!!!!!!!!” you’re groaning
mentally, as you bend down to
inspect the fresh, glaring scuff
slashing across the toe of your new shoe.
You’ve probably only had this pair for a week,
too, and are just self-conscious enough about
them that in spite of your best efforts your feet
made a blunder on an obstacle that you’ve
successfully navigated thousands of times.

Available in black, brown, red, and a host of
other basic shoe colors, Sharpies are a quick
fix that last for nearly forever.
Just select the marker that is the closest
match to your shoe color and dab over the
scratch until the pale underlayer (whether
leather or synthetic) is saturated to match its
surroundings. Check in a few days to see if you
need an additional coat, but then you should
be good to go!

Don’t stand around kicking yourself. While
shoe polish needs frequent re-application to
conceal a scratch, there’s a WAY better method
that’s both faster AND more permanent.

Another benefit of this treatment is that the
Sharpies leave a slightly shiny residue, which
further helps to blend the scuff with the rest
of your shoe. Tada! The world will never
know! Ω

Drumrollllllllll - Sharpie marker!

Fast Fixes
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A

few weeks ago, I was acting as an online
shopping mentor for a friend who was
ordering her first dress from eShakti.
She had already ordered the dress once, but
it had fit strangely through the bodice so she
needed to return it and reorder. Time was a
bit tight because she wanted to wear it to a
mutual friend’s wedding in late September, and
the return was pushing us back a bit close to
the deadline. We checked and double-checked
each measurement via email and discussion,
and finally she forwarded me the confirmation
page that showed her order summary.

one key (and often-neglected) ingredient
for a winning wardrobe:
Proper proportion.
I will probably never forget the time I was
browsing for new Sunday shoes and witnessed
a short, very overweight woman tottering
around on a pair of ultra pointy-toed, spike
heeled, strappy shoes, comenting to the friend
who was with her that she felt that they were
slimming. Nothing could have been farther
from the truth. Those impossibly dainty shoes
only served to reinforce the opposite: That
this very round woman had disproportionately
tiny feet for her current body size.

As I skimmed through her measurements, I
was struck by an odd realization.
I’ve known that my friend and I are a study in
contrasts size-wise for as long as we’ve known
each other. I’m 5 foot 9; she’s 5 foot 1/2 inch
- all of 5 foot 3 in heels. I’m broad shouldered
and wide-hipped; she’s petite-framed and
slender. Looking at her actual measurements,
though, gave me a whole new perspective.
To begin with, my shoulders are an entire 3
inches wider. I’m also pretty consistently 10
inches bigger around! While I’d love to lose a
few pounds, doing that wouldn’t affect those
measurements much. I’d still tower over her
and continue to take up a lot more space
sideways. It’s just the way things are.

Just because you can wear something doesn’t
always mean that you should.

I’ve done a lot of reading and thinking over
the last five to ten years about various
ways to dress the different figure types to
achieve the most flattering results, looking
at various theories put forth in books and in
seminars by various fashion “experts.” This
incident with my friend served to reinforce

If you’re a tiny woman, large prints, clunky
jewelry, oversized hats, and heavy shoes will
overwhelm you. Are you wearing the clothes,
or are they wearing you? Since you are so
small, a large print will often be cut off or
“wasted” since the pieces of fabric that make
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up your clothing will be correspondingly
smaller. Clunky beads will just look like they
are weighting you down. Big hats will look
like umbrellas perched on top of your head.
Thick, macho shoes or boots will make you
look like you’re wearing logs on your feet. You
can wear the dainty chain jewelry, the delicate
lace trims, the cute shoes that look
ridiculous on bigger feet.

shoes with buckles, thick straps, and other
heavy detailing will not only give you better
support physically, but also visually.
If you’re an “ideal” sized woman (disgustingly
unfair, LOL), intermediate size prints will be
just right for you. While on occasion you can
definitely wear either small prints or
oversized ones, you will want to use
those in moderation. You need
everything in the middle sizes:
hat diameter, heel thickness,
bead size in jewelry.

If you’re a large woman like me,
you have the opposite problem.
A tiny print (especially in a
light color) will actually make
you look bigger, especially
if you’re heavyset. To use
the example of polka dots,
your larger surface area
just means that there will
be millions of dots to clutter
the space up. You’d be better
off with a large or medium
sized dot pattern that is better
proportioned to both you and
to the dress.

Bone
structure
isn’t
something we can change
through diet and exercise.
“And which of you, by
taking thought, can add
to his stature one cubit?”
[Luke 12:25] We certainly
shouldn’t judge each other
due to it, but we definitely
can make an effort to make
the best of what we have.
Dressing well (not ostentatiously)
is actually an act of charity because it
contributes to the happiness of those around
us. The human heart is drawn to beauty in
all forms, and is repelled by ugliness. Think
about how depressing and jarring it would be
to constantly work and live with people who
dressed in ugly colors, unflattering styles, and
garish prints! (Maybe that’s why the 1960s
and 70s were times of such social turmoil!)
Our modern world has lost its sense of beauty
to a great extent, and along with it a sense of

You can wear those oversize prints
that a tiny woman cannot and use them
to your advantage. Large jewelry pieces,
especially those that end above bust level,
are your best friends. They draw attention
upward, to your face rather than to your
larger body. Your larger head means you can
wear big earrings that would look ridiculous
on a smaller woman. Oversize hats, especially
of the shallow upswept variety, balance your
broad shoulders. (Drooping or floppy brims,
however, are a definite “no.”) Boots and
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proper proportion. We see couples with no
children living in enormous homes that could
house families of ten; petite women driving
2-ton pickup trucks; fat children and adults
dressed skimpily. Don’t even get me started
on “lumpy” women in leggings!
It takes time, trial, and error to develop a good
sense of proportion. In many cases, however,
awareness is the first major step in the right
direction. Mirrors are not always the best aids;
examining photographs of your outfits is much
better training for your eyes. There’s a saying

that “the camera ads 10 pounds” and it is very
true that the flaws in an outfit jump out at
you much more readily in that medium. Have
a family member or friend snap a quick picture
of your Sunday outfits for two months, and
do the same for her. Include any outfits that
you feel were particularly flattering during the
week. You’ll start to see a pattern emerging of
what looks good and what doesn’t.
You can also use proportion to help
counterbalance common figure flaws. If
you are top-heavy, put those big prints on
the bottom. If you’re bottom heavy, put the
emphasis up top. Fashion is a lot like a teetertotter. You’re aiming for a good balance, with
the hopefully narrow pivot point (your waist)
in the middle. Color can also be used as a
great aid in this balancing act, but that’s a
topic for another article.
When you’re out shopping, try on things you
wouldn’t otherwise be attracted to. It took
me a while to adjust to the idea that I needed
bigger prints. Before I was just grabbing
whatever I thought was pretty and modest.
A few fortuitous purchases helped to open
my mind and expand my horizons. I still have
to consciously steer myself toward prints
that I would have otherwise passed over as
“too big.” Clunky jewelry was a much easier
adjustment, but it was aided by the fact that I
got so many compliments on my first oversized
necklace (from all my female bosses, no less!)
that I quickly became more open to trying a
repeat performance.
Good luck!
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eShakti O R D E R I N G

TIPS

A few helpful tricks some of our readers have figured out that will help you get an even better fit
when ordering from eShakti online:

For Knit Dresses
Add 1 to 2 inches to your circumference measurements (bust, waist, hip, bicep). Most modern
people wear knit clothing tighter than skin-tight, which is immodest. You want it to lightly skim
your figure, with just a little stretch for fit and shaping.

For Non-Knit Dresses
Give your measurements as-is. For these dresses, they realize that you do need to be able to
breathe and move, so they include a more generous wearing ease since you won’t get it from
the fabric itself.

For Choosing Necklines
Unfortunately, we’ve found that all of the scoop neckline options are too large, including the
“high scoop.” It is borderline too low in the front, much too wide on the sides, and WAY too low
in the back. The jewel neck, on the other hand, is almost chokingly tight, but at least it’s modest.
Happy Shopping!
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[Empress Elizabeth of Austria]

Autumn

The Lady

by Theresa Simpson

The Lady Autumn dons her dress
Unfurling silks hued red and gold
The other seasons linger near
To glimpse this lady’s colors bold.

Whilst swathed in fragrant smoky scent
The perfume of her burning boughs
Gives the air rem’niscent thoughts
And peaceful calm to every brow.
There in her orchards proof is found
That other colors too, wears she
When wandering between the trees
Found russet, beige, and burgundy.
And, minions of their mistress’ whims,
The dew and leaves and breezes come
They bless the humming honeybees
And sparkle ‘neath the sleepy sun.
The Lady Autumn’s promised hope
She shows with trem’lous morning light
That Winter has not yet his hold
And Summer has not left our sight.
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And when in eve the Lady’s Eye,
The Moon, asks of her starry kin
News of distant populace, or
Tales of where they’ve gone and been.
And Autumn thanks the toiling world
With fruits and foods from well-earned lands;
Her gifts in colors green and gold
All thrive beneath the Lady’s hands.
Lady Autumn, dressed and ready
Stands in ‘noon’s long shadows deep
A ball awaits; her carriage lingers
And soft brown leaves lay down in sleep.
Lady Autumn bids farewell, and
Takes her leave, with no time lost
And with the morning sun I wake
To find the still earth kissed with frost.
But Lady Autumn’s robe of scarlet
Rests beneath the silent trees
Time will come, the Lady breathes
When life inside the earth springs free. Ω

We all love it when Catholics recommend Catholics.
It’s even better when it doesn’t cost you a fortune.

See YOUR business here!

Email us at: altarandheartheditors@gmail.com for information on
design services, pricing packages, and other ways
13 to help you grow!
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W

HAT THIS BOOK IS: If you’ve ever

struggled with “getting to know our
Lady” as the true Mother and Friend
that you would like her to be, this is the book
for you. Written at a time when devotion to our
Lady was largely marginalized - even outright
discouraged - in favor of devotion to our Lord,
St. Louis de Montfort set out to bring as many
people as he could to the realization that Mary is
the best, the safest, and the most effective way
to Jesus, and that a true, loving dependence on
her help is the easiest way to Heaven.
His key emphasis is that we must become “slaves
of Jesus through Mary” - that is, we must give
everything good that we do to Mary, because she
will give it to God in the way that is most pleasing
to Him. An analogy would be like this:
A child makes a big bouquet of flowers for his
father. However, because the child has just
picked these flowers randomly, wherever he
found them, some are nice, some aren’t so nice,
and the bouquet as a whole is kind of a mess.
The child goes to his mother for help with a vase,
and with a few deft touches the mother arranges
the flowers much more tastefully so that they
will be pleasing to the father, while still giving the
credit to the child for his love for his father.
This book was lost for many years after St. Louis’s
death and was found in the mid 1800s in a trunk.
It had no cover or identifying information, but one

the hands of our Lady to make use of as she
sees fit. Does this put us at spiritual risk? Far
from it! Our Lady is the best, dearest daughter
of God the Father, the spouse of the Holy Ghost,
and the immaculate Mother of Jesus Christ.
The Most Blessed Trinity will deny
her nothing, especially when she
intercedes for her own particular
servants. By enrolling ourselves
willingly in her service, we entrust all of our
intentions and needs to her watchful care. When
we pray for our loved ones, she puts in her own
good word for them. When we make sacrifices,
she brings them to the notice of God.

Book Review
of the de Montfort priests was able to identify the
handwriting as the saint’s, and the manuscript
was therefore read, edited lightly, and published.
It is packed with wonderful meditations, much
food for thought, and contains the saint’s own
recommendations for going about the business
of total consecration to Mary, complete with an
act of consecration to be used.
The slave of Mary gives the disposal of all his or
her good works, past, present, and future, into

Who wouldn’t wish to have such a powerful
intercessor in heaven? Ω

Available from TAN Books and Amazon.
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SYMPTOM:
One of your friends says or does something that you find offensive,
insensitive, or borderline scandalous. Instead of asking if she meant
it, which would allow her to set your troubles at rest, you hug the
hurt to yourself until it festers into anger. Soon you are ready to
believe almost anything bad about your friend. When you finally
do confront her, she is taken aback and can barely remember the
incident, which only makes you angrier. Before you know it you’re
not speaking much and your friendship is seriously on the rocks.

DIAGNOSIS:

- Rash Judgment Rash judgment is a sin against both prudence and charity, since it
keeps us from weighing our neighbor’s true merits and leads us to
think ill of her without due reason. It is unfortunately common in trad
social and church circles and leads to a lot of unnecessary heartache.

1
2

TREATMENT OPTIONS:

Seek face-to-face clarification as soon as possible. Chances are that your friend has no idea of
the impression she has given, and offending you was the farthest thing from her mind. Time
will only add fuel your own grudge and make it more difficult to get back on good terms.
Don’t start a backbiting campaign. If you tell all your other friends what a snob, etc. so-and-so
is, and then they chip in with every little slight they’ve ever received from her, you will have
a giant snowball of anger and prejudice rolling in no time. Keep your issue to yourself until you
can speak personally with the offending party, and try to keep an open mind.
Keep it offline. Now, if you can’t meet with the offending party in person, email or some other
format may be your only option for getting to the bottom of things. But don’t post about it
on Facebook. Don’t tweet it for the world to hear.
And certainly don’t start a blog called something
like #ihateso-and-so.
Seek to understand, and don’t take it personally.
Our modern culture has to a great extent lost
the ability to have a rational discussion, and even
more so a respectful, amiable debate, with those
who hold opposing views. Keeping our tempers is
becoming a rare gift. Relax. Breathe. Don’t rush
into an outcome you may regret.
Above all, forgive and forget. Do unto others
as you would have them do unto you. Practice
forbearance and charity, and try to be patient. It is
a virtue, after all! Ω

3

4
5
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what
The Priest
wears at Mass
Compiled from information contained in
“The Incredible Catholic Mass”
&
“The Father Lasance Missal.”
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The Stole
Represents the chains laid upon
our Lord after He was sentenced
to death by Pilate, as well as the
Cross which He carried on His
shoulders. “My yoke is sweet
and My burden light.” It is worn
crossed across his chest and
secured by the cincture.

The Chasuble
Represents the purple robe that the Roman
soldiers clothed our Lord in after the scouring
at the pillar, when they crowned Him with
thorns.

The Cincture
Represents the cord that Christ was bound
with in the Garden of Olives, modesty, and
readiness for hard work in God’s service.
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The Maniple
Represents the ropes that bound Christ’s
hands. Since in early days it was made of
linen and used to wipe sweat from the
priest’s face, it also signifies tears of penance
and both the fatigue and the reward of the
priestly office.

The Alb
Represents the white garment which Christ
was given in the house of Herod during the
Passion, as well as the purity of conscience
that should be preserved by all priests.

The Amice
Represents the cloth that the Jews covered
Christ’s face with while they mocked him
and said: “Prophesy to us, who is it that
struck Thee?” Also the helmet of salvation.

************************** spirituality **************************
Roman Collar
Signifies the priest’s servitude to Christ, and
his willingness to always do his Master’s
bidding.

The Cassock
The priest wears black to as a reminder that
he is dead to the world. A common prank
in seminaries is to tell new entrants that
they’re supposed to say one Hail Mary for
each button as they put it on in the morning!

The Biretta
Represents the priest’s authority from God,
as well as serving the practical purpose of
keeping his head warm! A doctor’s (from a
pontifical university) biretta has four peaks,
representing philosophy, theology, the study
of the Sacred Scriptures, and Canon Law.
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Dear Diary ...
1 . 1 . 1 7 - Today is January 1st and I have
waited since Christmas to write in you . . .
4.11. 1 7

- Today was so exciting! You’ll
never guess what happened . . .
7 . 1 2 . 1 7 - The worst – absolutely WORST
day of my life!

By Donna Alice Patton

A

dmit it. We’ve all written versions of

these diary entries, or at least thought
them. Remember the excitement of
opening a cute new diary – preferably with a
lock and key to keep out pesky siblings – and
speculating about what we would write on
its fresh-smelling pages? If it was a Christmas
gift, the agonizing wait until January 1st which
is the ‘proper’ day to begin a new diary? All
those blank, clean pages just waiting to be
filled with fun or woes or dreams. The pleasure
lasted a few weeks or months, then became
routine, boring, or lost in a desk drawer. The
anticipation we felt at starting to keep a diary
soon fizzled into a dull, do-I-have-to-write-itdown dread.
Somewhere throughout the years, all those
girlhood or teenage diaries got lost in keepsake
chests or stashed on the moldy bookshelf of
forgotten books in the basement. You put
away thoughts of keeping a diary or journal.

Diary-keeping seemed like a childhood thing.
Or maybe even the word diary itself came to
have a childish connotation, bringing to mind
the image of a little red book with pink hearts
and a heart-shaped lock. A compact book with
three lines a day to record the events of your
life.
It’s time for a change of attitude, ladies! Let’s
allow a diary to grow up and become...a
journal. And if we’re going to imagine the
diary growing up, let’s grow up too and rethink
the idea of keeping one.
Why should you even keep a journal? I’m so
glad you asked!

What should I write?
There are as many reasons to keep a journal
as there are people. Some people use them
in much the same way one would keep a diary
–without the ‘dear diary’ salutation. They
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record daily events, how much money they
spent, or projects completed on any given day.
There’s an endless list of reasons why people
keep a journal. You can use them to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Record daily events
Keep track of progress – weight
loss, weight gain, exercise, savings,
projects
To-do lists
A private place to record your hopes
and dreams
A safe place to vent your anger
or frustrations – without hurting
anyone else
As a stress reliever
Keeping a journal and actually
‘seeing’ your accomplishments – or
lack thereof – during a day can help
keep you on track
A handy place to record prayers,
inspirational quotes or things you
want to remember
A judgement-free zone to work
through challenges or challenging
people in your life
Maybe as a place to sort through
your struggles – have a problem you
can’t seem to ‘fix’? Use your journal
to list all the pros and cons – then go
back with a fresh mind. You might
find a solution you didn’t expect.

As you can see, the ideas could go on and on.
Keeping a journal is a personal choice and
many people – including myself – keep them
for many of the reasons listed above. If we
can get away from the “Dear Diary” mentality,
keeping a journal can open a whole realm of
possibilities.
Once you make the decision to begin journal
keeping – the next question is what type of
journal you want to keep. Take some time to
consider this before you begin. Again, there
are as many possible journals as there are
people. Some people keep a journal as a diary.
(Okay, we can’t seem to get away from that
word!) Their journals are a place to record the
events of the day or week – weather, events,
thoughts and future projects. Others keep
journals related to food – recipes and how they
turned out. Family journals where everyone
in the family takes turns writing a page. Many
writers keep an inspiration journal – random
bits and pieces that might one day become
an article or story. Other journals are related
to specific projects – decorating, organizing,
books you’ve read or want to read, sewing
projects, again an endless array of topics. For
years my friend, Kitty, kept a journal of just
pictures – house decorating projects she liked
or might want to try.

How should I write it?
The newest ‘trend’ in journal keeping is
something called a ‘bullet journal.’ You can look
this up online and get some ideas for various
ways to try this new and improved version of
journaling. It’s actually pretty simple. Instead
of taking a journal page and writing paragraph
after paragraph – you divide the journal page
into sections and ‘bullet’ the topics.
Want to keep track of your food intake?
You’d have a box for that. Have ideas on
redecorating the living room? Involved in
a complicated problem at work or trying to
juggle three grades of school assignments?
You’d allow bullets for each topic. They’re also
great for “to do” or “got done” lists! I’ve tried
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this form of journaling and have to admit – it
works wonderfully as a planner for my various,
scattered needs and projects. As an actual
journal where I deal with the minutia of life
and write out my thoughts and feelings, it’s not
so great. For my personal needs, I find having
a couple of different journals works best. But
some people might like the simpler, sleeker,
less complicated design of a bullet journal.

What should it look like?
The type of journal you buy is a totally
personal choice. If you look in any store
that sells notebooks, planners or, journals
you’ll find an almost overwhelming variety.
Many people are happy with the three lines
a day journals or even a page a day. One of
my friends and her late mom regularly kept
page a day journals for years. They bought
journals with a date per page. On any given
date, they can look back one, five, or ten years
and remind themselves what they were doing
that day. While that might sound boring to
some, having seen the journals I was amazed
at the richness of each page – some decorated
with newspaper clippings of world events or
photos. They have left a tremendous legacy
for their family.
Other people, like myself, prefer journals
without dated pages. We like to expand
because many days do not fit on one page.
Some days do not even rate three lines! And

other creative souls – who like to add sketches,
drawings, or paste in clippings or photos –
might prefer a journal of just blank, unlined
pages. Journal size, shape, lined, unlined
– those are all personal choices and depend
on how you want to keep a journal. Once you
begin to look, take the time to find a journal
that feels “right” for you.

What size is best?
Journals come in large, college-notebook
sizes down to teeny, tiny, fit-in-a-pocket sized.
Depending on how you use your journal, this
will be a ‘companion’ for many months –
possibly years if you are a somewhat sporadic
journal keeper. Don’t pick a giant journal if
your main goal is to record your innermost
thoughts. Find something small enough to
store in a private place. If, however, your
journal will be a record of your children’s
homeschool journey – a giant notebook -sized
book might be just the right shape. Maybe
you want a small, handy, purse-sized journal
to record daily walking steps or everything you
ate that day. Pick something small or medium
sized.
You might find you want to keep several
different journals and buy a variety of sizes.
There is no right or wrong – just pick something
that feels good in your hand. It took a lot of
trial and error to pick the journal size I prefer
– but now, most of mine are about the size of
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Famous Journals History
from

Need some inspiration to be your journal? Here’s a sampling
of published journals. Even if you decide journal keeping is not
for you, it’s interesting to take a peek at other people’s lives
through the pages of their diaries.

At the End of the Santa Fe Trail by Sister Blandina

Segale – this feisty nun once came up against Billy the Kid
and lived to tell the tale! Fascinating glimpses of Catholic
lives during the western expansion.

The Civil War Diary of a Redemptorist Catholic
Priest by Father James Sheeran tells the story of a man

whose Catholic priesthood transcended the fratricidal
sectional conflict, even while he maintained his fierce
loyalty to the Confederacy.

South: The Story of Shackleton’s Last Expedition
1914-1917 by Sir Ernest Shackleton This book is

compiled from logs from the ships Endurance and Aurora,
with observations and descriptions by Shackleton. The
harsh and terrible beauty of the snowy continent are
wonderfully and passionately described.

The Country Diary of an Edwardian Lady by Edith

Holden A naturalist’s diary for the year 1906 in which
Edith Holden recorded with words and illustrations
the seasonal changes in flora and fauna of the
English countryside.

The Boyhood Diary of Theodore
Roosevelt 1869-1870.
Before he
became president, Teddy Roosevelt was a
mischievous boy only too willing to write
down his exploits.

Bring Me a Unicorn: Diaries
and Letters of Anne Morrow
Lindbergh 1922-1928 – Anne
Morrow Lindbergh was married to
Charles Lindbergh. An interesting
glimpse into the world of a shy,
ambassador’s daughter who
married the daring pilot – a
man who became a celebrity
overnight after his transatlantic
flight to Paris.
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a hardback book. Because I used to write with
a fountain pen (ancient, right?) I preferred
a journal that would lie flat so that my hand
did not “fall off” the edge. My journal also
needed a binding that would open enough to
be comfortable. Stiff journals that do not open
flat all the way...grrrrrr! You want something
comfortable and easy enough to use. My
drawers are full of half-filled journals that did
not pass the test!

What should I write with?
The right type of tool is also very important
to the journaling process. As well-known
author L. M. Montgomery has her famous
aspiring writer, Anne Shirley, complain while
she is away from home teaching, she can only
write good love letters to her fiance, Gilbert
Blythe, when she has the “right” kind of pen.
Different pens react differently to different
types of paper. Few things clog the flow of
your thoughts more effectively than a stiff,
stubborn ballpoint pen with bad ink flow.

during that time frame. It is manageable and
will be a cherished keepsake for her children in
the future. All she has to do is print them out
and put them in a book.
Vacation or trip journals are also fun to do.
My family still enjoys rereading a simple
journal I kept at sixteen when we took a bus to
California to spend the summer. The journal is
just a normal, steno notebook that I wrote off
and on during the trip. Some thirty years later,
it’s good for laughs at how life has changed.
We always get a laugh about the man on the
bus who offered my seven-year-old sister a
cigar. No, she didn’t take it! When reading
the passages to the next generation they are
amazed at how different our lives were from
theirs today.

Do I have to go all out?
So now that we’ve looked at journaling as
a whole, let’s look at a couple of ideas. You
aren’t quite ready to jump into journaling,
but are intrigued enough to give it a try. Why
not do a simple event journal? The idea is
to keep a small journal of a significant event
over a small period of time. Some mothers
keep a journal while waiting for a new baby
– then give the child this journal when they
are older. Others keep a journal of wedding
preparations or journal building a new house.
Many bloggers – which is a type of online
journal – keep event journals; building a
house, writing a book, designing historical
costumes or creating a craft. These journals
are rich with details, photos and step by step
pages. Think how exciting it would be to revisit all the small details years later. One of my
cousins, a busy mom of three and counting,
can’t manage a written journal. But, once
every six months, she does an online ‘journal’
of each child and their accomplishments
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Keeping a spiritual journal is often profitable
too. Have prayers you need answered or want
to record something miraculous that happened
in your life? Why not keep a special journal
of all things supernatural? Many people write
their own prayers or talk to God on the pages
of a journal. It’s also helpful when you are
facing life’s difficulties to go back and see how
God has been there for you in the past. You
can write down questions you want answered
or facts you’ve learned and want to pass along
to enrich others in their spiritual life.

your favorite prayers or inspirational quotes?
A month of answered prayers? Maybe a short
memoir journal of some childhood memories?
The possibilities are endless. Once you get past
the idea of “Dear Diary” the idea of journaling
takes on new meaning and opens exciting
doors of expression.

Journals as gifts

The first reason: Keeping a journal – of any
type – is wonderful for your emotional and
mental health. There are so many positive
aspects of keeping a journal that counselors,
social workers and therapists regularly
encourage their patients to keep a journal. It’s
a safe environment to deal with the stresses
and challenges in life.

Not quite convinced journaling is for you?
What about making a small journal as a gift for
someone else? One year, an old friend took
a simple school notebook and kept a “Year
in My Life” journal to send to me. While she
didn’t write every day – she wrote throughout
the year and stuck in photos, clippings, fabric
swatches and random bits and pieces. It was
my Christmas gift that year and one that will
be a treasure forever. Of course, I had to
reciprocate the next year for her! If a year is
too long, why not take a month and keep a
journal for a special relative or friend?
If you have grandchildren, nieces, nephews,
siblings or friends, why not make a journal of

If that’s not enough...
Need one more reason to begin journaling?
How about two?

The second reason to keep a journal is to build
better habits, as it forces you to be aware of
your actions and reactions. Journaling can
help you become more organized (hopefully!)
So – are you ready to begin journaling? If so,
then begin today! Give journaling a try for a
week or two and see if it’s for you. It’s fun, fatfree, and can yield fabulous results! Ω

D

onna Alice Patton is an author from the Midwest, writing everything from
articles, newspaper columns, and curriculum worksheets to game clues! She’s
the author of The Search for the Madonna and Snipped In the Bud for children,
Roses are Red, Violets are Blue and Christmas, Interrupted for adults. An avid history
buff, she loves to research obscure historical facts that lead to story ideas.
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Have You Ever Wished...
...that there was an indestructible Mass book for children?
If so, please join St. Jerome Homeschool Library in bringing a full-color BOARD BOOK for
teaching children about the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass to print! This will be the first board book
ever published that features the Traditional Latin Mass. It is to be illustrated with photos of a
missionary priest from Nigeria, taken while he was on a visit to the United States.
Today, there are hundreds of websites that allow authors to print-on-demand, but board books,
unfortunately, still require more traditional publishing. St. Jerome Homeschool Library has
partnered with the author, Fr. Vili Lehtoranta, a Traditional Catholic priest from Finland, to raise
the necessary funds through online donations as well as the sales of two of his other books, “The
Boat to Limbo” and “The Nail of Jahel: Lives of the Old Testament Heroines for Catholic Girls.”
Both books would make excellent Christmas gifts for the children on your list! Donations can also
be made through YouCaring under Rev. Vili Lehtoranta’s Mass Board Book Fundraiser.

Goal: $6,000

PERKS

$1,200 raised so far
by 24 donors!

• Anyone donating $25 will receive one copy of the Mass board book.
• Anyone donating $50 or more will receive 2 copies of the Mass
board book as well as a copy of “The Nail of Jahel: Lives of the Old
Testament Heroines for Catholic Girls.”

Please be generous to the next generation!
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60

Celebrating Years
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K

irby and Jean Bischel were born a mere
five days apart. Their names are listed
side by side in the Baptismal Register of
St. Paul’s Catholic Church in the small town
of Bloomer, Wisconsin. Years later, when
they applied for passports as a young married
couple, the clerk thought their documents
were fakes because their birth certificates
were issued on the same day in 1935,
which seemed like too much of a
coincidence! Both grew up on
dairy farms, Jean as the third
of eight kids and Kirby as the
third of four. In spite of all
this, they grew up as virtual
strangers to each other.
Kirby attended a oneroom public school, while
Jean went to St. Paul’s
Catholic school, which
only had grades 1-8. In
fifth grade she took violin
lessons at the convent of the
Sisters of the Divine Savior
from Milwaukee, who staffed
the school. Kirby took piano
lessons from the same sisters,
and he had the session immediately
after Jean’s. His father would drop him
off and he would wait in the same room until it
was his turn, but they never once talked!
In seventh grade Kirby transferred to Jean’s
Catholic school to prepare for Confirmation,
which was common for students who lived
some distance away. He remained there for
eighth grade. For high school he and Jean
both attended the local public school, since
there was no Catholic high school. In their
sophomore year they were assigned desks
next to each other in typing class, but any
discussion was related strictly to class matters.
Kirby did well in typing class but Jean struggled
with setting tabs and centering papers on the
ancient manual typewriters.
They finally got to know each other a bit more
later in high school, since they had science and
math classes together along with several other

students during their junior and senior years.
Working out trigonometry problems together
before class brought the group together
and they all became friends. Tragedy struck
unexpectedly when Kirby’s mother passed away
from a stroke while he was a junior, leaving his
father to take care of the two younger Bischel
boys on his own. The two older boys, in their
twenties, had already moved out and
were working.
Both Jean and Kirby insist
that they never considered
themselves “high school
sweethearts,” even though
they did attend two proms
together.
Their paths
seemed to be heading in
very different directions
after high school.
Jean went off to a threeyear nursing program in
Rochester, Minnesota at the
St. Mary’s School of Nursing.
It was founded and owned
by the Franciscan Sisters of
Our Lady of Lourdes, but was
affiliated with the Mayo Clinic and
was staffed by Mayo Clinic doctors.
Clinic patients who needed hospitalization
were sent to St. Mary’s and other affiliated
hospitals nearby for care.
Thanks to the sisters’ patron saints, special
cinnamon rolls and hot fudge sundaes with
peppermint ice cream were served in the
cafeteria on the feasts of St. Francis of Assissi
and of Our Lady of Lourdes. Jean remembers
those very clearly!
For floor duty the student nurses wore
starched “uniforms” but no caps. After the
six-month probationary period there was a
“capping ceremony,” after which they were
allowed to wear the crisp white caps unique
to their profession. Each school of nursing
had its own style of cap, so it was easy to tell
where a nurse had been trained. As a graduate
nurse Jean always wore her St. Mary’s cap and
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at Eau Claire; his mother had also gone to
school there), where he played football and
was working toward a degree in electrical
engineering. He then transferred to the
University of Wisconsin in Madison. One
morning at home during his second year, his
younger brother came to get him because he
couldn’t rouse their father. He had passed
away in his sleep at age 55.
Jean didn’t have much vacation time to spend
at home in Bloomer as a student nurse, and
even as a graduate nurse she was home only
infrequently. But over the course of those
short breaks her views of 21-year-old Kirby
Bischel must have started to change, because
they got engaged when Kirby had only one
semester left of school and Jean had been
working for a year as a registered nurse.

September 14, 1957: Mr. & Mrs. Kirby Bischel.
Jean’s sister Patti made her wedding dress.

a graduation pin on her uniform. They were
both prized status symbols.
Hospital rules were stricter in some areas
but more lax in others than they are today.
Patients, for example, were allowed to smoke
in their rooms, but the nurses weren’t allowed
to wear their uniforms outside of the hospital,
even to run errands. One of the other nurses
told Jean a story about a male patient who
accidentally started a small smoldering fire in a
thick gauze over his stomach incision because
he was smoking in bed and dropped ashes on
himself; the nurse on duty had to get help to
put it out before it harmed the patient! The
student nurses worked 40 hour weeks with
additional night duty AND still paid tuition; they
didn’t start making money until after graduation
and even then had to live frugally. Jean lived 5
blocks from the hospital and walked to work.

They were married at St. Paul’s on September
14, 1957, when they were both twentytwo. They had only one week between their
wedding and the beginning of the school year.
Jean’s sister Patti, a talented home economics
student, made her dress and the wedding
cake, on top of being the maid of honor!
Kirby and Jean’s first home was a one-room
apartment near the state capitol in Madison,
Wisconsin, where the streets radiate out like
the spokes of a wheel and the oneways nearly
drove Jean to distraction in their stick-shift car.
They lived there only for Kirby’s last semester
of school. Once he graduated, they loaded
everything they owned into the back of the old
An early Bischel family vehicle...

Kirby, meanwhile, was busy with his first
year at a small state college in Au Claire,
Wisconsin (now called University of Wisconsin
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Jean found it a bit difficult to adjust to living
in an Italian-speaking community, especially
since she was uncomfortably pregnant with
their first child, but that was the least of the
difficulties to living in a poor Arab country
during those years. There were lots of Arabs,
a fair number of Italians, a few Jews, and
various other European nationalities in the
neighborhood. There were no telephones
and food came from the local economy, so the
selection was limited. They had to be careful
about eating fresh vegetables and certain
meats, because they could be tainted and cause
illness. For the first (and only!) time in her life
Jean had a maid, an Italian girl, and sometimes
she hired an Arab houseboy (actually an older
man) for $1.50 a day to do heavy chores when
Kirby was out in the desert.

Kirby holding Mark, who was born in Libya.

Studebaker and drove down to Dallas, Texas,
where Kirby was being sent for seismograph
training with Mobile Oil.
Kirby had passed his army physical as 1A for
the draft, but since he was in training for work
in an essential war industry, he had received a
deferrment. Once he completed the training,
the Bischels were flown to Tripoli, Libya, so he
could do oil exploration work. The only other
airport in the area at the time was at Benghazi.

Oil wasn’t actually found until much later,
after geologists used the information from
the seismograph tapes to compile maps of the
underground environment, which allowed them
to narrow down the list of possible places to drill.
It was a time consuming process start to finish
and involved quite a bit of trial and error.
At the time all Masses were still in Latin,
Jean buying groceries from Arab peddlers.

For three weeks out of every four Kirby was living
at a camp out in the Sahara desert with the other
men. Almost every day he went out with a crew
of 20 Arabs and a big truck, following the routes
flagged by the surveyors to find the dynamite
caches that had been planted in advance. Kirby’s
team would light up the dynamite and record the
seismograph readings on big tapes. Sometimes
the truck would get stuck in the soft sand, so
they carried long thin sheets of aluminum to put
under the wheels to give them a more stable
footing when necessary.
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An extremely typical street scene in Libya and Tripoli in the late 1950s.

according to the Tridentine Rite, which
meant that at least one thing was familiar
and consistent. The Mass was the same in
Bloomer, in Madison, in Dallas, and even in
the northern African deserts and oases. The
Bischels had several options of where to attend:
the Wheelus Airbase chapel (American); the
Italian cathedral downtown; the British army
chapel, which was really in the barracks; and
several small Italian churches. Even if they
couldn’t understand the sermons, the Blessed
Sacrament was always there for them.
After two years in Libya, with their son Mark
now a toddler, they were transferred back to
the USA. On the way home, they were able
to take advantage of one of the perks of living
overseas: 3 weeks traveling in Europe! They
visited Rome, Italy; Zurich, Hannover (where they
bought a Volkswagon), and Berlin, Germany; the
Netherlands; a little of France; and then finally
a bit of London after dropping the Volkswagon
off at Southhampton to be loaded aboard the
Queen Mary, the ship that was to take them to
New York. The 1960s were just about to start,
but the jet age hadn’t yet arrived and a transAtlantic flight took about fourteen hours!
Now in Pecos, Texas, where their daughter Beth
was born, Kirby continued with seismograph

work. Mobile then transferred them to Midland,
Texas, where another daughter, Anne, was born.
After a final year and a half with Mobile, Kirby
decided to try something different.
He was hired by Square D as an electrical
distributor, a job that required a good deal
of travel. To begin with, for eight months he
was sent around to Milwaukee, Cleveland,
Detroit, Dallas, and Lexington for training –
with Jean and three kids in tow! The family
spent anywhere from two weeks to three
months in each location – their only time living
in Wisconsin after having left for the first time
after their marriage. Finally Kirby was assigned
to the Hammond, Indiana office, where they
bought their first real house in rural Crown
Point, south of the city.
This was a former summer cottage on two
acres, which they eventually enlarged; it had
nice fruit trees, rasberries, and established
grapes. Jean could have a garden. They were
very happy to see green again after being in
brown Libya and brown Texas for so long! The
rest of their children were born in Indiana
– Patrick, Tim, Carolyn, and Jennifer. They
acquired a bay Welsh pony named Dynamite,
who became a longtime family pet. Kirby built
a little barn for him and the kids gave him quite
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Kirby & Jean (seated) with their seven children: Carolyn, Beth, Mark, Tim, Patrick, Anne, & Jennifer.

a workout. Dynamite had a definite knack with
kids, despite his fiery name.

in someone’s house and began to get used to
the mission environment.

In fact, when Kirby was promoted to manager,
which meant that the family had to move to
Oklahoma City after nine years in Indiana,
the kids simply would not consider leaving
Dynamite behind - especially since the new
house came with a barn already built and
a horse that had belonged to the previous
owners. Kirby ended up making two 5-hour
trips to haul Dynamite down to Oklahoma in
their small trailer, where he joined Lady, the
dappled gray half-Arabian mare.

After a few years the Bischels, now a clan of nine,
moved to Highlandville, Missouri (just south of
Springfield), where Kirby continued to work
for Square D until he retired in 1999. This time
there were two horses to move! Lady was a bit
high-strung for the kids, but she remained in the
family until the kids were no longer interested
in riding. Dynamite remained as a pet for the
rest of his life, dying peacefully at about the age
of 35 – his 90s by human reckoning!

The Bischels never cared much for Oklahoma,
especially Jean, and it was a difficult move, but
what made it all worth it was that they found
the Latin Mass again after struggling with the
irreverence of the Novus Ordo and strange
modern catechisms in the local Catholic
schools. For the first time they attended Mass

The Bischels went on to live in the Ozarks for
23 years, meeting many interesting “hillbillies”
and other characters. This was their first
time living in the Bible Belt, even though they
had lived among Protestant fundamentalists
before. Kirby was asked MANY times if he
was “saved”! They also met another couple
who had been recently transferred (from
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A Roman theater ruin near Tripoli

Jean & Mark at a farm in Normandy

Almost the entire Bischel clan: spouses & grandkids included
Kirby’s oil exploration camp in the Sahara Desert
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Michigan), Chuck and Val Bellavia who lived in
Bellavista, Arkansas. Their five children were
about the same ages as Jean and Kirby’s seven.
They remain good friends to this day, although
the Bellavias were very happy to transfer back
to Michigan as soon as possible! The kids grew
up and went to college, marrying and starting
families of their own.
Once Kirby retired from Square D, he and Jean
moved to Georgetown, Kentucky, where they
lived for 16 years. Jean employed her green
thumb in flowerbeds and a big vegetable
garden; Kirby enjoyed his machinery and
tools. Both read widely and keep up with
the events of the day, especially politics, and
sports for Kirby. They always had several beef
cattle, which they enjoyed themselves and
shared with their children’s families. They also
acquired a spotted llama named “Freckles,”
who became quite a pet. Two years ago they
moved about an hour north to West Chester,
Ohio, to be closer to church and family.
(Freckles moved in with some friends, and the
Bischels still visit him from time to time.)
In all, they moved 15 times and owned five
different houses. Each child brought a new
dimension to their lives; now they head a big
clan with 35 grandchildren, ranging in age from
their twenties down to under ten years old.

Jean says: “It has certainly been an adventure!
At a young age we vowed to take each other
“for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in
sickness and in health…” Little did we know
what the future held.
“In some ways, marriage is like traveling
together in a boat. Often there are calm
waters, but tempests arise from time to time.
Just staying together in the boat is, at times, a
challenge. It seems we are led more than we
lead. Sometimes difficult times are blessings
in disguise but this is only known in retrospect.
Each phase of married life has its blessings and
trials. Old age is challenging in many ways but,
with a sense of humor and patience, one can
find the good in it also.
“It has been a long journey but it seems to
have gone by in the blink of an eye. The boat
is slowing down now as we approach shore.
This is not our permanent home; God has a
much better one promised. We must pray for
perseverance in our Catholic Faith until the end.
“A long time ago, we vowed ‘til death do us
part.’ We know not the time.
“We are very grateful for the long life God has
given us – together.” Ω

October 2, 2017

Left to Right: Val Bellavia, Kirby, Jean, and Chuck Bellavia at the Bischels’ 60th anniversary party.
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“Being in a long
marriage is a bit
like that nice cup
of coffee in the
morning - I might
have it every day,
but I still enjoy it.”

- Stephen Gaines
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Spice

Phobia
&

How To Cure It

H

ow many of us stick to our tried-and-

true, bland recipes out of habit? How
many times have you tasted a great new
dish served by a friend and marvelled at the
complex blend of spices tickling your senses...
but with absolutely no idea of how to achieve
similar results? Especially if your friend is one
of those “a pinch of this and a dash of that”
cooks who can only tell you what - not how
much - she put into her creation?
When I was a kid, my Mom (an excellent cook)
was nevertheless a very by-the-book, followthe-recipe-exactly type of chef. Everything was
measured, leveled off with the back of a knife,
and counted out precisely. It wasn’t until I was
in my teens that I even began to consider the
idea that you could just open up the spice jar,
sprinkle a bit of something on, and see how
it tasted. In fact, the turning point came one

day when we took the plunge and decided to
try to duplicate some seasoned potato wedges
that we’d formerly purchased frozen in a bag.
I think the store might have stopped carrying
them. We had maybe one package left, so I
read the back to see what was in it: garlic,
sage, oregano, basil, rosemary, thyme, onion
powder....it was a pretty comprehensive list.
So, turning to our fairly well-stocked spice
cupboard, I began to sprinkle those ingredients
on the freshly sliced potatoes from our garden.
(Most of the spices were contained in a prepackaged Italian Seasoning Mix, so that made
it easier).
Soon the question became “How much?” I had
no idea teaspoon or tablespoon-wise, but I did
remember what the original potatoes looked
like, richly speckled with green and brown
snippets of seasoning. I kept adding and stirring
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until my potatoes looked pretty close to the
originals. We added olive oil, pepper, and salt,
did a final stir, baked them according to the
original directions, and WOW! They turned
out GOOD! My interest in experimenting with
spices was officially piqued.
Most people have the idea that they can’t try
a new spice unless they have a recipe that
gives them a set amount to put into a specific
amount of meat, potatoes, soup, or other
base. Nothing could be farther from the truth!

if you want to add a bit of another one. Little
by little, add more spices. Gradually you will
come to have a sense for their tastes, and for
proper proportions. For stronger spices, like
rosemary, less is more. For warm savory spices
like sage and paprika, you can ge generous.
For hot spices like chili and cumin, be careful
because they become stronger the longer they
simmer. Start small.

The easiest thing to experiment with is
hamburger. Cheap, readily available, and
usable in a wide variety of dishes. It has no
strong flavors of its own so you can easily
distinguish what you’ve put into it.

As you gain confidence (this takes a while,
especially if you have gone through life up
to now relying on salt, pepper, ketchup, and
mustard), start branching out and expanding
your repertoire. Try an Asian, French, Mexican,
Italian, German, or Hawaiian dish. Not only
are you expanding your skills; you’re also
expanding your taste buds.

Start with one spice at a time as you’re browning
the hamburger (some chopped onion in there
is always good). As it approaches being done,
sprinkle a bit of your chosen herb over it, stir it
in, and then taste it. If you can’t distinguish it
at all, you didn’t put enough in. Try a bit more.
Once you can identify the new flavor, decide

Have you always been a picky eater? Then
begin with baby steps - microbatches. Sprinkle
a pinch of spice over a small bowl of rice or
something that you won’t be averse to throwing
out if you can’t stand the result. Experiment,
taste, and if necessary, start over. You may be
pleasantly surprised with the results!
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Families of Spices
Savory: Sage, Paprika, & Marjoram.

Use to even out a dish that has been overseasoned with something spicy, or to round
out stronger flavors.

Bulbs: Onion, Garlic, Chives, Leeks,

& Celery. Onion can be used in ALMOST every
meat dish. While garlic is a popular choice for
Italian dishes, it can be used in small amounts
in other cuisines. If using fresh garlic, add it
fairly late in the process or you will lose most
of the flavor. Give it a little time to simmer,
though, or you’ll end up with a few fiery bites!
Chives have a very mild onion flavor and are
best in salads - either green, pasta, macaroni,
egg, or potato - and in mashed potatoes. Leeks
are sort of like a cross between onions and
celery; they add a pleasant richness to soups.
Celery is sharper in taste and can be used in a
wide variety of dishes. Both leeks and celery
are best used fresh-chopped.

Rich w/ a Kick:

Rosemary,
Thyme, Basil, Oregano, & Mustard. I
personally prefer rosemary when it’s cut a bit
long, giving you little stiff spikes about 1/4 of
an inch long. It adds visual interest to roasts,
potatoes, and chicken and is wonderful for use
with bland base products. Thyme isn’t quite
as potent, but it’s even more versatile. Again,
I prefer it spiky rather than ground fine. Basil
can be used as a standalone or with others;
you may be surprised at how sharp the taste is

in large amounts. Oregano balances it nicely.
Together they produce a generous, satisfying
flavor. Mustard isn’t one I use often, but I’m
trying to experiment more with it. Don’t
worry, it’s really quite mild and won’t make
your dish taste like you poured in a bunch of
bright yellow mustard from a squeeze bottle.

Warm:

Ginger, Cardomom (begin
with VERY small amounts!), Allspice,
Nutmeg, Cloves, & Cinnamon. Ginger is
an easy one to start experimenting with; its
flavor is warm and pleasant and works well
with more familiar spices. Cardomom gives
a hint of sweet with a lot of exotic power.
Allspice, nutmeg, and cloves you may be
familiar with in desserts, but they can also be
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used in moderation in meat dishes. Cinnamon
has such a distinctive signature that you can’t
use it alone in anything but breads or desserts
- or your meal will taste like a weird mutant
dessert.

Fresh: Parsley, Mint. Parsley is so mild

it can be used in just about everything, but
it’s honestly wasted in all but the blandest of
dishes. Best in egg salad, mashed potatoes,
rice, and other dishes where it doesn’t have
to compete with stronger flavors.
Mint
tends to be more of a dessert star but can
be excellent paired with rosemary and other
green seasonings for roast beef.

Sour:

Dill, Licorice. Dill is a well-

known ingredient of potato salads, but you
may find it more versatile than you thought.
Dill combined with a dash of mustard gives
a nice perk to mashed potatoes. Dill pickle
relish is a key ingredient in many signature
German dishes, such as Rouladen (other key
ingredients are bacon and mustard).

Hot & Fiery:

Jalapeños, Chili
Pepper, other hot peppers. Use in small
amounts because they get stronger the longer
they simmer, as in chili. Add one at a time and
let them cook for a while before deciding to
add more. Removing the seeds gives a milder
flavor, but be careful not to rub your eyes while
working with them!

Sour & HOT:

Horseradish
(Wasabi), Kimchi/Ginger Pickles. These
are best used in EXTREMELY small amounts,
if at all. Horseradish becomes more mild as
it ages, which is a plus. Wasabi is the Asian
form (the green paste you get with sushi) and
it is equally fiery. Kimchi/Pickles are the white
cabbage-looking hot-to-end-all-hot things
they also serve with sushi. Do not experiment
with any of these things unless you are SURE
you like them first!
What will your first spice adventure be? Let
us know how it turned out in a letter to the
editors! Ω
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Sort-Of Asian Goulash
1 pound of hamburger
Salt
Pepper
Ginger
Cumin
Cardamom
Sage
Thyme
Garlic powder as desired
4 medium red potatoes, diced
Just enough water to simmer potatoes
Soy Sauce
About 1 cup of sour cream or yogurt
Sugar (if using yogurt)

Brown hamburger. While it is cooking, wash
and dice red potatoes (remove eyes; leave skins
on). When hamburger is nearly done, season
with black pepper, ginger, sage, thyme, and
cardomom as desired. Ginger and cumin should
be the strongest flavors; use the sage, thyme,
garlic, and soy sauce to round it out. Use only
a tiny bit of cardamom. Add small amounts of
each until you have a mix that you like.
Add potatoes to hamburger. Add salt to
taste. Add just enough water for potatoes to
simmer; they do not need to be completely
covered. Cook until potatoes are a nice eating
consistency. Add sour cream or yogurt to
thicken the gravy. If it seems like you have lots
of potatoes, mash some a bit. Add additional
seasonings if necessary to preserve flavor balance. Add a little sugar if the yogurt makes it too
sour for you. Add a little soy sauce. Serve over curly Japanese soba noodles (cut them a bit after
cooking because they are REALLY long) or regular spaghetti tossed with melted butter and a dash
of soy sauce. Parsley garnish optional. Excellent paired with a ranch or caesar salad. Ω
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Traveli n g

SOLO
Y

ou’re young, single, have a good

job, not so many bills, and perhaps live
on your own or will soon be capable of
doing so. You’ve finished college, have paid
off or are at least making a sizeable dent in
your student loans, own your own car, pay
credit card bills in full each month, have a
nice savings account, have assembled a killer
wardrobe on a prudent budget....and yet Mr.
Right is still nowhere to be found.
This is THE time to travel and see the world.
Okay, maybe not the whole world, but certainly
a few of the more interesting parts of it.
What’s your adventure mode? Strolling
impossibly quaint cobblestoned streets with
a frappuchino in one hand and an artisan
pastry in the other? Crouching on a sidewalk
to get that staggering straight-up shot of a

cathedral spire? Backpacking through natural
rock formations at national parks? Boating,
either by motor or sail? Staying at bed-andbreakfasts to soak up local atmosphere?
Skiing, tobogganing, white-water rafting?
Making appointments at museums to do
research for the novel you’ve been pecking
at for the last 3 years? Castle tours? Cultural
festivals? Horseback riding at the seashore?
Whatever your dream place is, now is your
by in
Colleen
best chance to check it out
person,Eldracher
on your
own time....without having to drag anyone
else along for the ride.
Now, while it’s certainly also fun to go on
interstate and even international adventures
with your best gal pals, or to meet up with
them at one end of the trip or the other,
this is equally certainly not always possible.
Most of us have jobs; most of us have family
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commitments at various times; it just doesn’t
always work out. Even trying to haul one of
your siblings along with you may not be an
option, for the same reasons. As the young
adults in your circle head in their different
ways, getting them all together for big oldtime family vacations tends to happen with
decreasing frequency - not to mention that
your friends and family might just not share
your interests and would thus be dead
weight dulling not only your enthusiasm and
excitement, but also curtailing the amount of
time you would otherwise spend on an item
or place of little general appeal which you
happen to find fascinating.

their “little girl” who needs to be protected.
While this is all well and good, this instinct can
shift quickly into overdrive when you bring up
the subject of traveling alone to a place they’ve
never been to before.

With due planning ahead and a little research,
there is no reason why you can’t go by yourself.

If you’re going to be doing a lot of walking, or
even driving, google “neighborhoods to avoid
for women traveling alone” in your city of
interest. Some places are near-perfectly safe
during daylight hours, but dangerous at night
or during various times of the year. In fact, solo
night-time walking in inner-city environments
is something you want to avoid as a general
rule. If you do get caught out at night or at
dusk, catch a bus and stay in well-lit areas until

Here are some major qualifications to consider
when choosing a solo vacation location:

1Personal Safety.

This will be Mom
and Dad’s biggest concern. Regardless of
how old you are or how much you’ve traveled
before, they will never stop thinking of you as

Talking to friends, clergy, or relatives who
have traveled to places near where you plan
to go can help you reach a more balanced
perspective, while sites like TripAdvisor and
areavibes.com can give you valuable info on
crime rates, the general safety and cleanliness
of hotels you are considering, and good places
to eat. DEFINITELY check out the hotel ratings
to see what other people have to say!
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you get back to your hotel, and walk with
groups of other people (especially if there
are either middle-aged to older women and/
or children in them), even if you don’t know
them. Pepper spray or mace in a convenient
pocket or in your purse is always a good
idea, too.

2

Blend In.

At times it will be a dead
giveaway that you’re a tourist. You’re
standing around gawking at all the sights that
locals take for granted, you fumble with your
coin purse on public transportation while
locals are all swiping their transit cards in
seconds, and your camera practically lives in
your hands. Or you get lost and have to ask for
directions. While that’s not all bad, there are
a few easy ways to be less conspicuous.
Few things help to disguise your tourist status
better than knowing where you are going. If
you’re dealing with a paper map, keep it stowed
in your pocket or purse and only consult it
when necessary. Don’t wander around with a
map in your hands, or with your nose glued to
your phone. Use Google Maps to get a general
idea of the layout of your destination(s) and
familiarize yourself with the major streets and
which direction they run.
Stow the camera. Unless you are in an
incredibly picturesque neighborhood and are

actively photographing something, keep the
camera out of sight either in your purse if it’s
a small one or in a lightweight backpack if
it’s on the large side. Not only will this force
you to actually pay better attention to your
surroundings; it will also help you be more
discerning about choosing the best shots.
Invest in a public transit pass (if applicable).
Many large cities in the USA and almost all cities
in Europe and Japan have some form of public
transit, either buses, subways, streetcars,
cable cars, or trains. Check to see if and where
you can get a pass for the number of days you
will be in the area. Not only will this allow you
to navigate the systems faster and with less
coin-counting; it will also ususally save you a
significant amount of money.
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3

Watch Your Money.

Speaking of
money, certain locations are famous for
their pickpockets, beggars, and homeless
people. While the last two will generally
not harm you, the first type will certainly
do damage to your peace of mind and your
enjoyment of the trip.
Do some internet research ahead of time to
learn about the preferred tactics and haunts of
pickpockets in your chosen destination. While
it is a good idea to keep a close eye on your
belongings at all times, you’ll especially want
to consider the following tips:
Get a smaller wallet, preferrably one that you
can tuck into an inner pocket of your clothing.
You can buy small waistbands, money belts,
etc. designed to be pickpocket-resistant,

but sometimes even something as simple as
hanging your wallet from a sturdy lanyard
around your neck and keeping it inside your
shirt when not in use can be very effective. If
you do carry a purse or a bag, choose one that
is difficult to open quickly, with a drawstring, a
buckle, or at least a zipper. Don’t walk around
with your phone hanging out within easy
reach - electronics are popular items to steal
and your trip will go a lot less smoothly if you
are missing your itinerary, boarding passes,
and contact list.
Don’t take a lot of cash, and certainly don’t
carry it all on you. If you have multiple
suitcases, hide it inside your socks or other
bulky clothing items and divide them up
among your bags in case something happens
to one of them. Most places these days take
most major credit cards; this is truly the best
way to go. If you’re going international, do be
sure to get a card with no overseas transaction
fees, such as Discover.
As a general rule, don’t give money to every
homeless person or beggar you meet who
asks for it. Especially not if there is a crowd of
them. If you meet one or two and they’re the
only ones around, then sure, it’s great to be
charitable. But you may be robbed if you start
flashing money in a large group. It sounds
heartless but it’s for your own safety. Say a
prayer for them instead and don’t make eye
contact. If they are insistent, kindly but firmly
say “I’m sorry, excuse me” and keep walking.

4Dress & Act Modestly.

At first
this may seem like a no-brainer: “Duh, I do
that all the time!” It is actually an extremely
effective
shield against inappropriate
treatment from strangers. Dress and carry
yourself like a lady, and they will treat you with
respect. Don’t wear revealing tops or short
skirts; err on the side of coverage and length.
That’s not to say you have to dress like a nun,
but dress in a mature, put-together fashion.
If you look like a competent adult with selfconfidence and places to be, you may earn
a second appreciative glance or a casual
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conversation with locals or other tourists
at a bus stop, but you don’t come across
as vulnerable - especially if you initiate the
conversation by commenting on their children
or on how much fun you’re having exploring.
At tourist Meccas it can be neat to hear where
other people have come from and what they’re
in town to see. On the other hand, if you’re
dressed childishly or provocatively, radiate
uncertainty and nerves, and are taking in your
surroundings in a scatterbrained manner, you
can become a magnet for trouble, especially
if you accidentally stray into a not-so-great
neighborhood. Fear is the most readilyrecognized emotion on earth; and it’s hard
to disguise. While a certain level of nerves is
unavoidable, especially on your first solo trip,

they should dissipate within the first few hours
of reaching your destination. If a place puts
you seriously on edge, leave.

5

Share Your Itinerary.

While your
plans may shift focus slightly once you’re
on the ground, it’s always a good idea to give
an overall plan of your trip to your parents,
trusted friends, or to some other reliable
contact. Include key information like the
names, addresses, and phone numbers of all
your hotels; how many days you will be in each
location and what general sights you want to
see there; and your flight numbers, rental car
companies, and the phone numbers for them,
if applicable. You should have a copy of this
information with you as well - preferrably one
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copy to stay in your suitcase as a backup and
one that you can carry with you, either in a
small notebook or on your phone.

6Find Local Sacraments.

Check
out the nearest Mass locations, times, and
parish contact info. The Sunday Mass duty
is still binding even when you’re on vacation,
unless the distance is impossible. Even if you
have to make a bit of a sacrifice and get up early
or drive a couple hours out of your way, make
the effort. It will be well worth it. Make sure
you have contact info for the nearest priests
on you and if possible let them know you will
be in town so that in case you are injured, they
can respond promptly.

7

Get Travel Insurance.

If you’re
booking flights, airlines usually offer
this option at some point during the online
ticketing process. It usually costs $30-50 and
is totally worth it. If you happen to sprain your
ankle, slip on the stairs, or even cut yourself on
an accidentally shattered glass in a restaurant,
you’ll be covered. Read the terms and

conditions - they are pretty comprehensive
and will also give your parents a little more
peace of mind.

8Don’t Get Too Friendly.

With
charming single men, that is. While travel
can without a doubt be seen as yet another
potential way to find that elusive Mr. Right,
don’t count on it or act desperate. Be smart.
If you run into someone whom you come to
have a definite interest in, move slowly. VERY
slowly, in fact. If he “asks you out,” let your
parents know. Don’t put yourself in a possibly
unsafe situation.
Drive yourself/get yourself there. Don’t let
him navigate if you’re on public transit; know
where you are going and how to get back to
your hotel.
Don’t overindulge. While you can certainly
enjoy an alcoholic beverage if you are of age
(generally speaking you should be if you’re
going overseas alone), keep a sharp eye on
your drink. Don’t leave your drink - whether it
be water, juice, or alcohol - unattended. Don’t
have more than one alcoholic beverage, and
if it seems strong don’t drink all of it (this is
especially true if it’s not one you’ve had before
- foreign liquors can be MUCH stronger than
what is served in North America).
Don’t go to the beach, places with immodest
s t a t u a r y, o r n i g h t c l u b s . P e r m i s s i v e
atmospheres lead to permissive behavior, or
at least make it harder to draw a hard line.
Don’t snuggle, cuddle, or kiss on the first
several dates (if you happen to be in town
long enough for that). Maintain a “hands-off”
policy except to shake hands or to pass things.
Don’t get romantic in the moonlight, and on
no account permit him to enter your hotel
room under any circumstances, even the most
innocent. Even in broad daylight.
Just don’t stay out late with him period. You’re
on unfamiliar ground; he’s most likely on his
home turf. He has all the advantages, even if
he’s a perfectly nice guy. If he’s serious about
you, he will keep in touch after you go home.
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If not, he’ll fade away quickly. Move on.
Don’t get attached too fast. Keep a wary eye
out for visa-hunters, whose only reason for
marrying foreigners (especially Americans) is
to get into another country on a spousal visa.
They then promptly dump their unsuspecting
spouse and disappear into thin air. Not cool.

9

Be Frugal But Flexible.

There are
few travel blues worse than running out of
money earlier than you planned for. Budget as
well as you can beforehand, but make sure you
have from five hundred to a thousand dollars
as a “cushion” before you set sail. Even if you
don’t spend this money on your trip, it is never
wise to bet your last penny, so to speak, on a
non-essential expedition.
If it’s a long trip, the cost of living (as in eating
out) may take you by surprise. Or the yawning
maws of parking garage collection baskets. Or
pricey toll roads that the Google genii didn’t
bother to mention. Things come up. It’s better
to be able to raise your eyebrows and pay for

them with a grimace than to be biting your lip
and fretting about the bills the whole time.

10

Don’t Rush.

Especially if you’re
simply traveling for fun. Research trips
are a bit different, but even then you shouldn’t
feel like you’re running around like a maniac
to hit all the hot spots. Make priorities: some
things are essential; others are in the “if I have
time it would be nice” category. You may fall
in love with one spot and decide to stay a little
longer than you planned.
As a recent sibling trip amply demonstrated
for our managing editor, there are several
different “speeds” of tourist. Which one
describes your style?
Number 1 is the Speed Tourist. Give this type
a bicycle or some other form of independent
transport and you won’t see them again for
several hours as they zip around to take in all
the sites, climb mountains, hike gorges....and
still manage to be back for lunch. They travel
VERY light and have a high level of endurance.
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Number 2 is the Agenda Tourist. Not
quite as energetic as the Speed Tourist, they
nevertheless still manage to cover a lot of
ground and they want to at least go to just
about everything briefly. They will appreciate
the sights and experiences, but they are
unencumbered by much equipment and take
things as they are.
Number 3 is the Research/Photography
Tourist. While this type has some chance of
catching up with the Agenda Tourist once in a
while, they will be left in the dust by the Speed
Tourist. They travel with at least one camera
and are out to document what they see (or
at least to build a portfolio of stock photos!).
They stop to take pictures of pretty houses,
sunbeams, fountains, flower beds....just
about anything that catches their eye. If they
have an interest in history they will take their
time with historical sites and stand around
trying to picture what things were like “way
back when.”
Number 4 is the Quality Time Tourist. These
are usually found in pairs, strolling along at a
snail’s pace with no set agenda in mind. They
see what they see and that’s just fine. They
will strike up conversations with others in
restaurants and parks and end up talking for

hours (the Quality Time Tourist is extremely
frustrating to have for a parent when you’re
a small child who wants to see EVERYTHING a
place has to offer).

11Travel Light.

Sure, bring whatever
you think you’ll need in your suitcase.
But don’t haul it all around with you every day!
Choose a small purse or a backpack that will hold
the essentials (which will vary depending on
your destination) but which will be comfortable
to carry. It will start to feel heavy pretty quickly
and you will soon get sick of toting it, not to
mention that it will be hard on your back and
shoulders to pack the extra weight.

12

Relax and HAVE FUN!

After
the first few hours, or by the beginning
of the first full day at your destination, you
should have settled into your new surroundings
a bit and be starting to feel like you know what
you’re doing. Solo travel is a huge confidence
boost - you’re on your own and you have to
“woman up” and take care of yourself. You’ll
navigate unfamiliar streets, expand your
horizons, and interact with cultures different
than your own, even if you’re still within the
borders of your own country. Your time is your
own, your interests are your own, and you can
enjoy everything at your own pace. Ω

LOVE IT vs. HATE IT
“Online dating is
fantastic! I meet
people I’d otherwise
never run into in a
thousand years. It
takes some practice,
but is well worth it.”

“Ugh, I’m so sick of
online dating! All I
run into are creeps
and weirdos - nobody
‘normal’ ever messages
me. I’m ready to throw
in the towel.”

[online dating]

YO U
SAID:

their first ‘hello’ - and that’s to women like
me dressed normally, with modest photos
up on their account.
- Jean, AU

It must work now
and then...I got a
pretty good son-in-law
from online dating! Of
course it is absolutely essential that the wouldbe couple meet several times in person,
preferably with their families.
- Rose, AU
I’m hopeful for online dating but just don’t
think it’s viable. I just don’t have the personality
for it. Finding a lady who has all the same
opinions as I do on societal problems just isn’t
going to happen.
- Trace, IN
In our times, most of us will probably be
involved in long distance relationships, so
in between times when the two people
can be together, utilizing the internet to
Skype and such seems likes a must. It
should be used to help keep a touch, but
it’s not a replacement for actually visiting
with the person.
- Alexander, FL
My experience, in the days when I was
away from the Church, is that online
dating is like searching for a needle in an
enormous and rather dirty haystack. For
Catholics, it can be an experience fraught
with moral danger in these moral-less
times. Overall, you need to find out which
are decent sites with decent discussions
between men and women. Some are very
sleazy, with men starting inappropriate
and disrespectful discussions soon after

“If there hadn’t been
women we’d still be
squatting in a cave eating
raw meat, because we
made civilization in
order to impress our
girlfriends.”
- Orson Welles

My wife and I met on TradCircle so I
would say I am a fan of online dating!
You can quickly filter through lots of
people to quickly find more compatible
matches; can get to know somebody
in a whole different way via writing
back and forth, which provides a good
chance to ask all kinds of questions &
dig into various topics; and once you
meet in person you at least have a
real reference to a person even when
continuing remotely.
- Billy, OH
Good men are so scarce these days, I’m at
least willing to give it a try with sites that
have a good reputation.
- Becky, MI

*****************
Join the Love It vs. Hate It
fun in the next issue:

Hot Tea
Do you love the savory herb or fruit
aromas and tastes of a good cup of
tea? Or is it too weak and doesn’t
pack enough caffeine, so bring on the
coffee already!
altarandheartheditors@gmail.com
Subject: TEA
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D ear Mrs. Emily,

A few weeks ago I went out for lunch with
some gal pals and it seemed like they were
constantly scrolling through their phones!
Sure, we were talking and catching up, but
did they NEED to check email while visiting
in person? Is there any way to politely insist
that people stow their devices in favor of
REAL “live chatting”?
Sincerely,

Frustrated in Philly

Dear Frustrated,
You are definitely on to something here. As
modern technology invades our lives more
and more, it can be difficult for many people
to step back and live in the flesh-and-blood
present without the filter of the phone screen.
(Pokemon GO! comes to mind here - have
you seen the Studio C skit called “Pokemon
GO Ruined My Wedding”? If not, check it out

on YouTube for a light-hearted look at phone
addiction taken to extremes). Instead of a
man’s home being his castle, more and more
it’s becoming a case of our phones are our
castles - our castles in the air, literally. And we
take them EVERYWHERE.
While it may feel awkward to ask this in person,
especially when someone is glued to their
Samsung, perhaps an email or text message
ahead of time could do the trick: “Hey, can
we all make a pact to stow the phones during
our Girls’ Night Out?” Chances are, your
friends will get the message with only minor
embarrassment. Of course, you can still fish
out the phones for a group selfie at the end,
but no way do any of you need to be SnapChating what you’re having for dinner. The only
excuses for taking pictures of your food are
a) if you’re on vacation and consuming exotic
meals, b) if you’re at an EXTREMELY expensive
restaurant and the plating is fabulous (don’t
do this on a date, ladies!), c) you’re the food
editor for a magazine, or d) if it’s alive. Or has
uncooked animal body parts
sticking out. Otherwise, spare
us. Please. Most restaurants
have photo menus compiled by
professional photographers if
you desperately need a reminder
of what you consumed. And if
your non-present friends online
are more important to you than
the ones currently in the room
with you, at least you can refrain
from showing it.
Sincerely,
Mrs.Emily

************************** fiction ****************************

December 31, 1873
Arroyo Seco Valley, sixteen miles southwest of Soledad, California

M

itsunari pulled the too-large velvet robe carefully
tighter around his thin frame as he stepped out
into the damp evening air on the east balcony.
The thick, blue-patterned fabric weighed uncomfortably on the hard
swollen bruises and welts rising across his shoulder blades, ribs, and
back, but its softness and drape compensated to some extent for
both the aggravation and the cold. He reached up to tuck the thin
neckband of his wrinkled cotton shirt closer to the skin and turned up
the shawl collar of the robe, suppressing an unmanly urge to retreat
right back inside as his bare feet scuffled slowly across the smooth
chilly boards.

Glossary

Each nail head was a tiny cold shock, still a novelty. This part of
Amerika was warmer at the new New Year’s than Kanazawa had been
with its smothering quilts of wet snow, but he shivered slightly all
the same. He made his way to the white-painted wooden railing and
peered gingerly out to regard the goings-on below.

Kyoto – pronounced

Directly below an excited babble from the growing crowd rose from
the broad east terrace and the lawn beyond its steps, but the darkness
and the height of the building removed the noise enough to cocoon
him in a semblance of privacy and isolation. Mist was rising from the
creek behind the house, snaking up through the leaves of the scrubby
liveoaks that traced its path to shroud the southern edge of the long
level valley in indistinct gray. Beyond the lawn and its perimeter of
wrought iron the gray-green of the young wheat spilled across the
valley floor in a parody of water, the smooth stalks glinting serenely
in the light of the rising moon. It was waxing near to full, with only
a corner lacking to complete its smooth circle. A year’s worth of the
new calendar had yet to break Mitsunari from instinctively counting
each month with the new moon, and the juxtaposition of a great
white moon with the year’s beginning still sat slightly wrong in his
mind. His gaze drifted back down to the shimmering wheat.
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Kanazawa – a city on

the northern west coast
of Japan. It still has a big
castle and a lot of period
buildings.

Yedo – present day Tokyo.
At that time it was not the
national capital.

“Kyo-to,” not “kee-o-to.”
The capital of Japan until
late 1868; the home of the
emperor.

Keiki – the last shogun.

In his youth, his name
was Hitotsubashi Keiki
and that was how most
people referred to him; he
took the name Tokugawa
Yoshinobu upon becoming
head of the Tokugawa clan
and thus shogun, but he
was only shogun for a few
months before resigning.

daisho – the pair of

swords worn by samurai;
it literally means “big

************************** fiction ****************************
He had never thought before Hawaii how an unfamiliar crop could
change the very texture of a landscape and make it alien. Rice was
scruffy, with water gleaming through its roots depending on the
season, and its longer leaves bent and recovered with dramatic
swoops before the wind. The wheat, on the other hand, stood prim
and stiffly upright once its heads were formed, waving in tight ranks
without relaxing much of its rigidity, and it was surrounded by none of
the dykes and ditches so necessary for the cultivation of rice.

-little.” The katana was the
big one; the wakizashi was
the little one. They were
worn with the blades up in
reverse of how European
sabers are worn.

Mitsunari sighed.
Away down the narrow road small lights flickered on and off like fireflies
around a contained fire as the dark shapes of men moved in front of
them. A wagon stood a safe distance from the fire but without a team
to pull it. He had heard the horses being led back as he had come
through the house. Henri Duquard was out by the wagon, he knew, as
was Furanshi-sama, and others whose difficult foreign names had yet
to lodge in his memory. Mark Walton, he was fairly certain, was not
there with them. Now and then one form or another was silhouetted
against the light, seeming familiar, but Mitsunari quickly lost interest
in distinguishing them. Squinting toward that distance aggravated
the dull gritty feeling in his head. The crowd of merrymakers on the
lawn kept up their busy chattering and laughter, drowning out the
rustle of the stiff beards of wheat.
Out by the wagon, one of the small lights grew, then sparked; then with
a sharp white flare and a piercing whistle the first rocket screamed
skyward to explode in a bright circle of green sparks.
BOOM! Boom-boom, BOOM!

Satsuma – a domain

on the island of Kyushu,
the southernmost
Japanese island, and
also a powerful clan of
samurai; traditionally did
not get along well with the
shoguns. The well-known
“The Last Samurai” movie
is about an influential
politician of the Satsuma
clan, Saigo Takamori.

hatamoto – a high-

ranking class of samurai
who lived in spacious
estates in Yedo near the
Shogun’s Palace who were
mainly bureaucrats and
statesmen. They were
expected to lead forces of
lower samurai and their
own personal retainers
in battle. By the 1860s,
most hatamoto were
tremendously in debt
because samurai stipends
did not grow with inflation.

obi – the wide sash worn

by Japanese women and
the narrower sash worn by
Japanese men.
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************************** fiction ****************************
Smaller white and red fireworks climbed toward the moon on its
tail, scattering sizzling trails of smoke. The aftershocks crashed back
from the hills and the walls of the house like the curl of a wave or
ripping fabric, the echoes shuddery and sharp all at once. Each new
explosion highlighted the smoke paths of the ones before while the
thick smoke at ground level soon obscured all but a dull red glow
where the wagon and the fire had been.
The moon was so low above the hills that the fireworks seemed to
rise higher than it, sparks raining down in front of it like multicolored
meteors. The moonlight gave an unusual perception of depth to
the night sky that would otherwise have been dominated by the
manmade extravaganza.
While the crowd below cheered and applauded each development
in the sparkling display, Mitsunari watched silently, his hands braced
on the heavy curved bannister. He could not quite stand upright
regardless of how he tried; stiff sore muscles and the massive bruises
alike kept his shoulders carefully hunched and his head half bent.
The booms reverberated under his breastbone and thin ribs, rattling
the little spark of energy he had; when the explosions went off in
quick succession the bright flashes made his eyes swim. He could
not take his eyes from the colored soaring lights. Even the thick
walls of the Amerikan house would have done little to muffle the
noise if he had retreated inside. He stood, resigned, in the flickering
darkness. The light of other explosions flashed in his memory, other
fierce vibrations, and as the slight breeze brought the sour rankness
of gunpowder to his nose five and a half years fell away, and once
again he was a boy in the garden of his father’s Yedo residence, left
behind when hatamotó and retainer alike had been mustered to
Kyoto under Kéiki’s command. Then the Komei emperor had died,
the tide of favor had turned, and in the first days of the new year
the last shogun-head of the Tokugáwa had abandoned his wounded
army in Ósaka and fled from the rebels suddenly favored with the
protection of the Imperial Chrysanthemum. Mitsunari’s own father
and uncle had been among those then left behind, bitter at their
betrayal, left to an ignominious surrender and humiliation.
In the third month Yédo had surrendered to the new Imperials without
shots being fired or swords drawn, but a group of young hotheaded
samurai had set themselves up in the temple on the height of Uéno
to the north of the city to guard the long-decamped shogun’s effects.
They had sallied out to cause trouble in the city from time to time,
trying the patience of the invaders. After a seige the Sátsuma men
had brought in cannon. A thousand wood-and-paper houses had
burned fiercely, lighting the sky with an angry glow while the thunder
of the guns roared across the suburbs of the shoguns’ capital.
Mitsunari had watched from inside the stone garden walls, dáisho
in the ties of his hakáma with tanka freed for immediate action and
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hakama – long full

(pleated) trousers worn by
samurai. They were kept
on with long ties around
the waist and were worn
over a type of kimono.

tanka – the fitting that

goes around the blade of
a katana just below the
guard; it fits tightly into the
mouth of the scabbard. If
a samurai wanted to draw
quickly, he would pop the
tanka free by pushing his
thumb against the guard.
To do so while confronting
someone was considered a
very aggressive gesture.

-san – a title of respect

added to a name; much like
calling someone Mr., Mrs.,
or Miss.

-chan – a diminutive or

endearment added to the
name of a child or younger
friend.

gomen nasai – “I beg

your pardon” or “excuse
me.”

So, ne – “isn’t it?”

Tokugawa Clan Crest

************************** fiction ****************************
the deep-throated BOOMs shivering in his chest beneath the white
triple-hollyhock-leaf crest of the Tokugawa…
“Mitsunari-san?”
So lost in his thoughts was he that Mitsunari started violently, then
wished he hadn’t. He gave an involuntary grunt of pain as he whipped
around, overbalanced, caught himself against the closest wall while
groping for a non-existent weapon, and then at last identified the
mortified little figure in the doorway.

ano – a form of “um.”

Very useful for stalling in
a conversation when you
don’t know what to say.

Arígato gozaímasu –
Thank you (formal).

Arigato – Thanks.

“Remi-chan – !” he got out in something between a bark and a growl,
struggling back into a more comfortable position with a grimace. The
wide-eyed peasant’s daughter managed a shakily diffident bow over
the laquered tray balanced in her hands.

Iié – can mean both “no”

“G-gomen nasai, Mitsunari-san…ano, I thought, I mean, we realized
that you would not be able to come down, so there are an, and móchi,
and sáke here if you would be so kind…”

sandwiches.

“Ah,” Mitsunari sputtered, nonplussed. He cast about awkwardly for
his flustered dignity for a moment, then managed a clipped, painful
bow. “Arígato gozaímasu.”
Remi’s bright smile returned. “Iié…” She shuffled daintily closer,
proferring the tray, and Mitsunari belatedly realized that he was not
going to escape without trying something. The right side of his jaw
was swollen, making vigorous chewing difficult, so he selected one
of the soft an and bit into it, careful not to make the sweetened red
bean paste spill out from between the two small pancakes.
“Mm – m-mh,” he commented with his mouth full. He swallowed.
“Óishi desu.” He bobbed a more genial bow. “Arigato.”
“So, né?” Remi agreed brightly. She turned away to set the tray on
the white wicker table that comprised a part of the balcony furniture.
“Sá, sore já.” Still smiling and blushing, she bowed her way out.
Mitsunari noticed, almost as an afterthought, that she did not sink
smoothly to her knees to open the glass doors but rather stood and
turned the knob as the Americans did, and this with no awkwardness
or hesitation, despite the fact that her obi bow was tied in a tasteful
fukúru súsume, the little flared wings pointing skyward on either
side of the neat plump sparrow’s short body. The black puffs of
her smooth shimáda hairstyle were decorated with a cluster of the
traditional dried rice heads, small sprigs of pine, and white fabric
plum blossoms. She could have stepped out of any holiday home in
any village in Nihón, and here she was disappearing incongruously
down the hallway of an Amerikan daimyo’s enormous, furniturecrowded residence.
Mitsunari sighed.

and “you’re welcome,” as
in, “it’s no trouble.”

an – small pancake
mochi – a thick gummy

candy made from glutinous
rice flour. It’s mildly sweet
and the outside is dusted
with the flour/sugar. The
consistency reminds me
of some earplugs I had to
wear while going swimming
as a kid, but it’s tasty stuff.

sake – Japanese rice wine.
It has a higher alcohol
content than most wines
and beers and comes in
fairly small bottles.

oishi – tasty.
desu – the Japanese

equivalent of “is” and “are.”

Satsuma Clan Crest
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************************** fiction ****************************
Slumping in on himself once more, he turned back to the fireworks,
but he ached down to his bones and his muscles were not trained
to carry him in the unnatural position, and he was tired. He heard
someone below call a greeting to Remi as she rejoined the others,
indicating that the coast was clear. Adjusting the heavy velvet robe
once again, he shuffled to the table, tucked the tray of sweets and
the warm bottle of sáke in the crook of his arm to navigate the door,
and slowly trailed back down the long carpet-centered hallways to
his temporary room, where he propped himself up with pillows on
his stomach in the great squashy bed, drank half the bottle of sake
right from the jar, nibbled intermittantly on the small gummy balls of
white mochi, swallowed another an, and eventually fell asleep with
the fireworks and the cannon of Ueno still echoing in his ears.
Thus Mitsunari Dan began the year 1874: a partial invalid 8,400 miles
from home; surrounded half by people who spoke his own tongue and
half by well-meaning foreigners who remained incomprehensible;
and lodged temporarily in a California redwood king’s mansion.
Overall, he had higher hopes than he had entertained at the beginning
of 1873. Ω

Shimada
Sa, sore ja – a casual

form of “goodbye,” more
like “see you later.” The
word “sayonara” has more
the meaning of “farewell”
and is only used when the
parting will be for a long
time.

fukuru susume – a type

of obi bow that literally
means “puffed sparrow.” It
even looks kind of like one.
At least, it does if you’re
into origami.

shimada – the hairstyle

worn by Japanese women
eligible for marriage.

Nihon – the traditional
name for Japan.

To find out more about this
story, please visit:
https://colleeneldracher.
wordpress.com/
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